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COHERENT PROHOMOTOPY THEORY

by Timothy PORTER

CAHIERS DE TOPOLOGIE

E T GEOMETRIE DIFFERENTIELLE

Vol. XIX -1 ( 1978 )

The use of pro-obj ects in homotopy theory is now well established.

The theory has been used successfully by Artin-Mazur [2] and Sullivan

( 29] in various geometric situations and, implicitly or explicitly, by various

people working in «Shape Theory» ; see for example the surveys of Edwards

( 10] or Mardesi6 [ 7 .
The method has been essentially the same each time: the use of

some functorial construction to pass from some geometric or topological si-

tuation to the category pro ( H ) of pro-obj ects in the homotopy category of

CW-complexes or, equivalently, of Kan simplicial sets, then to use general
results about this latter category to derive results in the original situation.

This approach suffers from various disadvantages not withstanding the not-

able successes attributable to it. The main drawbacks are that the mor-

phisms in pro ( H ) are difficult to handle and that no notion of limit or co-

limit seems to be functorial for this category. Some time ago, both Professor

Wall at Liverpool and Gavin Wraith at Sussex suggested to me that a bet-

ter approach would be to consider some notion of homotopy defined in the

category pro ( Kan ) of pro-obj ects in the category of Kan complexes and

simplicial maps and then to study the corresponding homotopy category.This
paper tries to develop this theory far enough to give some possibly interes-

ting applications in geometric and topological situations.

To see why this approach is worth attempting, one shoud note some

of the implicit occurences of this theory, or of similar theories. Firstly,
in the original paper of Christie [7], several different possible generalisa-
tions of continuous maps are considered. One is basically Borsuk’s funda-

mental sequence definition [4] ; another is Mardesic-Segal notion of maps
of ANR-sequences associated to the spaces [18] and hence is essentially
the pro(H )-method referred to above. However Christie also considered va-
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rious other definitions, e. g. his strong homotopy of strong net-maps, which

have yet to be fully exploited. This notion of a strong net-map required that

the homotopies used in the net-maps were themselves linked by homotopies,
i. e. in modern parlance, were coherent at level 1 . In my own papers on ob-

struction theory and Cech homotopy [ 25J , it was necessary to restrict to

compact metric spaces to be able to use some homotopy limit construction

and, for this purpose (in [25, IIJ , Section 3, 3.7 Theoreme ), the homoto-

pies linking the various maps in the towers had to be specified ; essentially
the towers were made into coherent diagrams in the sense of Vogt [30].

Finally in [24], in the use of homotopy limits, it was again necessary to

restrict attention to coherent maps of coherent diagrams. 
’

There would be one obj ection to this type of theory, namely that

it might not be possible to use the usual Cech, Vietoris, etc, methods to

give coherent obj ects instead of the non-coherent obj ects in pro ( H ) which

are more usually studied. In an appendix to this paper it is shown that, with

the possible exception of the Verdier hypercovering construction, ? 11 the
usual topological constructions give functors to the subclass of coherent

diagrams in pro (H ) and the difficulty of geometric applications via the

hypercovering method can be avoided using Lubkin’s construction instead.

owe make extensive use of the properties of simplicial sets using
especially the categorical approach of Gabriel and Zisman [ 11J (for other

treatments, see May [ 19J , Curtis [8], Lamotke [14] and Quillen [29]).
The notation used for the principal categories involved is as follows :

Kan = category of Kan complexes and simplicial maps,

Kano = category of pointed connected Kan complexes and simplicial

pointed maps,
K = extended homotopy category of simplicial sets as defined by Artin-

Mazur [ 2 J , page 10.

Ko = corresponding category of pointed connected obj ects.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. Since this paper was written, Edwards and Has-

tings have published a theory which is in many ways similar to that expos-

ed here ( cf. Cech and Steenrod homotopy theories with applications to Geo-

metric Topology, L ecture Notes in Math. 542, Springer , 1976 ).
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1. THE COHERENT PROCATEGORY OF KAN COMPLEXES.

The basics of the theory of coherent homotopy diagrams are to be

found in the following sources : Boardman and Vogt [3], Vogt [32] and also
some sections of Bousfield and Kan (5J . Although Vogt’s detailed treatment

has not been carried out for the case of diagrams of Kan complexes, it would

seem unnecessary to give details of such a treatment here. Thus, as far as

we will be concerned, a coherent diagram in the category Kan of Kan com-

plexes (or in Kano , the corresponding pointed category) will consist of a

small category I, an assignment to each i of ob( I ) of a Kan complex X( i)

and, to each map i a i in I, a corresponding map X(a ) from X(i) to

X (i ) in such a way that, if

is a  chain &#x3E;&#x3E; of maps in I, then, in the corresponding  ordered n-simplex &#x3E;&#x3E;

diagram given by the maps

where the «vertices » are the X (i) and the directed edges are the X (a),
each of the « 2-simplexes» correspond to a homotopy between the composite
of the two composable edges and the third edge ; each « 3-simplex» corres-

ponds to a homotopy between the various composed homotopies given by its

2-dimensional faces and so on. (If any ai is the identity the resulting ho-

motopies are chosen to be identities as well. )

Thus to the  2-simplex »

there corresponds a « 2-simplex»
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and a specified homotopy

between X(a1)X(a2) and X ( a 1 a 2 ) . Similarly to

there corresponds a  tetrahedron »

with specified homotopies

and a specified map, a «higher homotopy &#x3E;&#x3E;

which fills in the square

And so on in higher dimensions, see Boardman and Vogt [3] and Vogt [32 ]

for details.

If we denote by Ln the category of which the obj ects are the int-

egers 0 , 1, ..., n and in which hom(i, j ) = d if j  i and contains a uni-

que morphism otherwise, then a coherent map between I-indexed coherent
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diagrams X and Y is a coherent I x L1 -diagram which agrees with X on

Ix0 and Y on Ix 1.

The category of I-indexed coherent diagrams in Kan or Kano is in-

sufficient for our purposes ; we need to have coherent morphisms between

an I-indexed X and a J-indexed Y where I and J are not necessarily the

same. There seems to be no very neat way to describe the intuitive defini-

tion given below but there is a very neat way to describe a homotopy categ-

ory related to the construction.

Intuitively a coherent pro-map f between coherent pro-obj ects X

and Y , as considered above, is a pro-map between X and Y as pro-obj ects
( in the sense of Artin - Mazur, Appendix [2] ) so that the resulting diagram,

consisting of X and Y and all the linking maps, which represents f , has

specified homotopies which make it coherent.

More precisely, a coherent pro-map f:(X,I)-&#x3E;(Y,J) is a collec-

tion (M,d I ,d J, fM), where M is a small cofiltering category,

are final functors and fM : XdO-&#x3E; Yqj j is a coherent map of M-indexed co-

herent diagrams.
The definition works because reindexing by M via dI, and dJ does

not destroy coherence. The second definition corresponds to the intuitive

one because any pro-map f in the usual sense can be re-indexed using Artin-

Mazur [2], A.3.2, to give a map of M-indexed diagrams for some M asso-

ciated with f ; re-indexing via cofinal functors gives a «coherent isomor-

phism» in an obvious sense and so f is intuitively coherent iff the re-in-

dexed map is coherent in the M-indexed sense.

REMARK. It is important to remember that many different coherent diagrams
may correspond to the same pro-obj ect in the homotopy category; similarly
for coherent pro-maps.

As Vogt remarks ( [32], page 20) it is virtually impossible to define

composition of these coherent maps in such a way as to ensure that this

composition is associative ; however following his treatment we can define
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homotopy of coherent maps and hence a homotopy category.

Firstly we define when two coherent maps, which are I-indexed, are

«simplicially homotopic &#x3E;&#x3E; ; f, g : X -&#x3E; Y are simplicially homotopic if there
is a coherent I x L2-diagram a with

where the d’ and si are the obvious induced face and degeneracy operators.
If f, g : X - Y, X is I-indexed, Y is J-indexed, f is the coherent

pro-map (Mf dI,dI fM) , and g the coherent pro-map (Mg YI,YI gM), 
then we can re-index both of f and g to get

and two coherent M’-indexed maps, m and g’M, from Xd’I, to Yg j ; we
say the original maps were simplicially homotopic if fM and gM, are sim-

plicially homotopic as M’-indexed coherent maps.
As before, the definition does not depend on the choice of Mr, Mg

or M’ , since the restriction to any new cofinal functors will give an equiv-
alent simplicial homotopy. We can form up a homotopy category Copro ( Kan)

by this means. If we require a pointed version Copro ( Kano ) , we merely
have to ensure that all maps and homotopies in all the coherent diagrams
are base-point preserving.

The categories Copro ( Kan ) and Copro ( Kano ) are the ones which

will be studied in the sequel; however, although they are fairly  concrete &#x3E;&#x3E;

in the way they are defined, it is easier to define abstract homotopy categ-
ories which are equivalent to them and which are easier to study.

In the work of Boardman and Vogt [3], page 140- 145 and again in

Vogt [32], page 29 - 30, it is shown, for example, that the category of co-

herent I-indexed diagrams of well-pointed topological spaces and simpli-
cial homotopy classes of maps is equivalent to a category of fractions of

Topo where a map f: X -&#x3E; Y in Topo is formally inverted if, for all i in I ,

f (i): X (i) -&#x3E; Y(i) is a homotopy equivalence. An examination of this re-

sult shows that a very similar result holds for

Copro ( Kan ) and Copro ( Kano ) ;
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they are equivalent to categories of fractions of pro ( Kan ) and pro ( Kano ) .

Lest 2 be the class of morphisms in pro ( Kan ) generated under com-

position by the class of isomorphisms and  level weak equivalences ». A

level weak equivalence is the image, under the canonical functor

of some f: X - Y in Kan such that each f (i): X (i)-&#x3E; Y(i) is a homotopy

equivalence where I is allowed to be any cofiltering small category.

Similarly one defines 1. in pro ( Kano ) . In either case it is fairly

easy to check that I (resp. Eo ) admits a calculus of fractions in the sen-
se of Gabriel and Zisman [ill ] and so one may form the categories

pro (Kan )[ l-l] and pro (Kano )[E-1o ]

which will be denoted by

Hopro ( Kan ) and Hopro ( Kano )

respectively. If one thinks of pro ( Kan ) as being a class of categories of

functors KanI , for different I , « glued» together by cofinality relations, it

is then fairly obvious that one can extend the equivalences given by Board-

man and Vogt [3] to one between Hopro ( Kan ) and Copro ( Kan ) and one

between Hopro ( Kano ) and Copro ( Kano ) . One of the main reasons for us-

ing Hopro(Kan ) and Hopro ( Kano ) rather than

Copro(Kan) and Copro ( Kano )

is that one has, almost immediately, the type of abstract homotopy theory
discussed by Quillen [29] and Brown [6]. The details of this structure will

appear elsewhere [26], but briefly we have the following definitions:

Basic fibrations : A map f : X -&#x3E; Y is a basic fibration if by reindexing
one obtains a «level fibration &#x3E;&#x3E; fI: XI -&#x3E; YI, that is a fibration in Kan ( or

Kano I ) for some I.

Fibrations : A fibration is a composite of basic fibrations.

Basic cofibrations : As above for « basic fibration » but with « level fi-

bration&#x3E;&#x3E; changed to «level cofibration&#x3E;&#x3E;.

Cofibrations: A cofibration is a composite of basic cofibrations.
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Path space obj ect : If X is in pro ( Kan ) then X, is obtained by ap-

plying the usual path space functor

to X , index-wise. Similarly for pro ( Kano ) .

Cylinder obj ect : If X : I - Kan , then X X I : m I -&#x3E; Kan is given by

Similarly for pro ( Kano ) .

The resulting structure is weaker than Brown’s [6] but it still gives

enough form for the applications considered here.

In the pointed case we get, for each X in Hopro ( Kano ) , a loop

object QX which has a natural group structure. Q X is the fibre of

where the product is taken obj ectwise in pro ( Kano ) . As proved in general

by Brown [6], if p : E - B is a fibration in pro ( Kano ) with fibre F , then

there is a natural right action a : F X Q B - F of Q B on F in Hopro ( Kano ) .

Using the same notation as Quillen [27], we write

similarly for the unpointed case.

Again using Brown’s paper [6] (and Porter [26] ), we get the fol-

lowing : We will say that a sequence

is a fibration sequence if there is given an action

which, together with the sequence, is isomorphic to the image of a sequence
and action def ined by an actual fibration in pro ( Kano ) , by the canonical

functor pro ( Kano ) - Hopro ( Kano ) .

PROPOSITION 1.1 (Brown [6], pages 432-433 and Porter [26]). Given a
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fibration sequence

let i’ be the composite

where: n B e-&#x3E; F is the unique map QB- e - F ( for e the initial-terminal o b-

j e ct and j : Q B -&#x3E; n8 in Hopro ( Kano ) is the group anvers e for 0 B . Fur-

ther let a’ be the composite

(m the multiplicatLOn ). Then

is a fibration sequence and the sequence

is exact ( in the sense o f [29], Sect. 1. 3.8 ) naturally in A .

In fact the structure of Hopro ( Kano ) and pro ( Kano ) are strong

enough to allow one to define local cofibrations, local cylinder obj ects and

a suspension functor 2 in pro ( Kano ) , all in the obvious way. One has

also the usual adj ointness [IA B] = [A ,n B] . It is unfortunate that,

although there is a homotopy theory « à la Brown» based on fibrations in

pro ( Kano ) and a dual theory (see [26] ) based on cofibrations, these two
theories do not link together to form a pointed Quillen model category [29] ,
since no axiom such as Quillen’s (M1) seems to hold between the two clas-

ses of maps.

Finally a word on homotopy limits and colimits ; these have been

studied by Bousfield and Kan [5] and Vogt [32], and were used by me in
[27] in the study of pro-simplicial sets. As far as we shall be concerned,
the only property that we shall need is that Holim is right adjoint to the in-

clusion functor ( constant functor )
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or, for that matter, into any homotopy category of diagrams, whilst Hocolim

is left adjoint in the dual situation. Hence they are functorial in Hopro(Kano).

Any other results that we use will be called for at need.

2. HOMOTOPY AND HOMOLOGY OF COHERENT DIAGRAMS.

Let X I-Y be a map in Hopro ( Kano ) . Because YI exists we

can form a homotopy limit T f defined by the diagram

and, by the general methods of Gabriel and Zisman [11], Chapter V, we can
construct for any A in Hopro ( Kano ) an exact sequence

where all but the last three terms are groups with group structure given by
the cogroup structure of Q in Hopro ( Kano ) .

In particular if we take

to be the simplicial circle considered, via the functor

as an obj ect in Hopro ( Kano ) , we have, by reason of the adj ointness rela-

tion [E A , B] = [A , n B] I and the identification of En-1 51 as Sn , the sim-

plicial n-sphere, a long exact sequence of homotopy groups :

NOTE. By taking A =A [1] one can obtain the same sequence with three

extra terms
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where 7ro (X) is the «set of connected components of X », in some sense.

Using the adj onction (see Vogt [30])

we can identify with This suggests that a possible choice

of homology theory for Hopro ( Kano ) would be that given by

for any coefficients G ; however of more use to us are the homotopy and ho-

mology progroups obtained by applying the functors

obj ectwise to give functors

and then noting that each f in So is sent to an isomorphism in pro ( Gp ) by
each ttn, so there is a unique induced functor

Similarly for Hn , there is an induced functor

The connection between rrn (X) and 17 n (X) is given by the Bousfield-Kan

spectral sequence [5], page 281, the E2 -term of which is given by

This spectral sequence converges to rrn (X) given suitable conditions:

again see 151 . We have already studied some of the properties of these ho-

motopy groups and progroups in the paper [24], Section 3, and we continue

this study here in Section 5.

3. COHOMOLOGY OF COHERENT DIAGRAMS.

In [25, I] we gave a definition of a «weak» cohomology theory for
a category of diagrams and, although it worked well enough for the purposes
of that paper, it was to say the least somewhat inelegant to handle ; with
the extra categorical structure available to us here, we shall define in a
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fairly elegant manner a cohomology theory which is very easy to handle and

avoids most of the complications of that introduced before.

Firstly some notation; we let

S Ab = category of simplicial abelian groups,
CAb = category of complexes of abelian groups,

C+ Ab = subcategory of CAb consisting of those complexes which

are zero in negative dimensions.

There is an equivalence of categories N : SAb -&#x3E; C+Ab given by the nor-
malized chain complex functor (see May [19] ). This equivalence extends
to one

and, if F is a pro-abelian group, we will denote by F (q) the complex con-

sisting of F in dimension q and the zero group everywhere else. Via this

equivalence there is an obj ect K ( F, q) in pro ( S Ab ) such that we have

N K ( F, q ) = F(q); K (F, q) is to be used as an Eilenberg-Mac Lane ob-

j ect in our construction.

The category pro (S Ab ) inherits a notion of coherent homotopy equi-
valence from pro ( Kano ) and the « free-forgetful» adj unction

preserves these equivalences ; that is to say, if f is in io , Z ( f ) is in

the corresponding E ab and, if gE Eab , its underlying map U (g) is in 1,,, -

By a result of Quillen’s [29] or, in a sightly differing form, of

Brown’s [6] ( Adj oint functor Lemma, p. 426), the induced transformations :

are also adj oint.
Likewise in pro ( C Ab ) we can define an abstract homotopy theory

as in [26] by inverting weak equivalences where a basic weak equivalence
is a level map f, such that, for each i , fI(i) induces isomorphisms on all
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homology groups.
We can form Hopro ( C Ab ) and Hopro ( C+ Ab ) and moreover N ind-

uces an equivalence

Noticing that the inclusion of pro ( C+ Ab ) in pro ( C Ab ) induces an embed-

ding

we can define, for any X in Hopro ( Kano ) , its qth cohomology group with co-
efficients in the pro-abelian group F to be

where [ , J on the right is used to denote the Hom-set in Hopro ( C Ab ) .

This construction is derived from that in Brown ( [6] page 425-428)
where a similar method is used to define sheaf-cohomology; his discussion

extends, via the observation above, to show that this cohomology theory is

representable as follows :

hence we have at one and the same time a geometric and an algebraic me-

thod of handling this cohomology theory. This avoids many of the compli-
cations encountered in [25] .

4. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF THE COHOMOLOGY THEORY.

Many of the elementary properties of the functors Hq ( ; F) follow

from the representation

Thus, if we have a subobj ect A of X in pro ( Kano ) , we can form a lo-

cal » cofibration sequence
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where Ci is the homotopy colimit of the diagram

and hence is the «mapping cone)) of i . Defining, in the usual way,

we can get a long exact sequence

The exactness is due to the fact that any obj ect in pro ( Kano ) is cofibrant

and hence the dual of Brown’s Theorem [6] works (see also [26] ).

Since, for a family I XX } of obj ects in Hopro ( Kano ), their smash

product VyXy is the coproduct in Hopro ( Kano ) one has immediately the

result corresponding to Lemma 1.8 of [25, 1] :

For certain other of the properties which we will need it is more

convenient to use the algebraic description.

PROPOSITION 4. 1. I f

is an exact sequence in pro (C Ab ) such that there is some cofiltering, small

category I and an exact sequence

obtained by reindexing (1 ) and in which each AI,q, BI,q and CI,q are pro-

j ective, then for any G in pro ( Ab ) there is a long exact sequence
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PROOF. It is necessary to describe the (algebraic) homotopy theory in

pro ( C Ab ) in more detail. The usual homotopy theory in C Ab has for co-

fibrations those monomorphisms which have dimensionwise proj ective co-

kernels ; hence, if we « lift » these cofibrations in pro ( C Ab ) , in the manner

of [26], we get cofibrations defined locally», in the same way as we hand-
led the maps in I and defined a notion of fibration in pro ( Kano ) . With this

definition , the above sequence is a cofibration sequence in the full sub-

category of pro ( C Ab ) consisting of cofibrant obj ects. The exactness of

the sequence for a pro-free abelian group G would then follow from the dual

of Brown’s argument [6] ( see also [26] ), on noticing that the «loop space&#x3E;&#x3E;

functor Q and the « shifts functor

defined by

are the same. If G is not «locally free » and hence cofibrant, we must em-

ploy a different method. Since the free resolution given by the free-forget-
ful adj oint pair Sets -&#x3E; Ab is functorial, we can construct a pro-chain

complex R such that for each index, i say, R(i) is the canonical free re-

solution of G (i). There is a natural map R-&#x3E;G (0) in pro ( C Ab), and this

map induces an isomorphism on homology; hence it is in EC . Since R is
cofibrant and R is weakly equivalent to G(0), there is an isomorphism

The result follows from the exactness of the R-sequence on repeated appli-
cation of the loop space / shift functor. (This is a special case of Theo-

rem 3.4 of [26].)

Now let X be an obj ect in pro ( Kano ) indexed by a small category
I. If for each i in I , one has X (L ) = X1 (i)uX2(i), where X, and X2
are subobj ects of X in pro ( Kano ) , then we shall write X = X 1 U X2 , and

(X , X1 , X2 ) is a proper triad and there is a form of the Mayer-Vietoris se-
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quence, as in

THEOREM 4.2. I f (X, X1 , X2)is a proper triad in pro (Kano ) there is a

long exact sequence

where

and

and are the inclusions).

PROOF. There is an exact sequence

(where we have written for convenience ). This satisfies

the conditions of Proposition 4.1.

COROLL ARY 4.3. I f (X, X1 X2) is a proper triad in pro ( Kano ), then,

for any

such that

there is a v in Hq (X ; F) such that

Moreover if A - e , then v is unique.

P ROOF . Since

which gives the existence of v such that

is a monomorphism and v is unique.

is a map in Hopro ( C Ab ) , it induces a map

in particular if we get a non-zero map

Thus there is a homomorphism
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THEOREM 4.4. Let F be in pro (Ab) and C in pro (C Ab ) be such that

by reindexing one can get a complex CI which is dimensionwise free at

each i in I. Then for each q &#x3E; 0 there is a subgroup Nq ( C; F) of the

group Extl ( Hq ( C) , F ) and an exact sequence of abelian groups

u)here Extl (C, D) denotes the Ext 1- functor in the category pro ( Ab ) .

The proof is classical and is essentially that given in [25, I], I.7.

A full proof is given in [27].

The form in which we will use these results is slightly different to

that given above but is an easy extension of these definitions and theorems.

In fact, let f : X - Y be a morphism in Hopro ( Kano ) ; then, by reindexing,
one can consider it to be an obj ect in Hopro (Ar (Kano)) where Ar ( Kano )
is the category of morphisms in the category Kano . If we use the Hilton-

Eckmann definition of homotopy groups of a map, adapted for use in Kano

( see Hilton [12] ), we get pro-groups tti (f), HL (f) and, for F in pro ( Ab ) ,

cohomology groups H *( f ; F) (Hq (f; F) is defined either by means of a

mapping cylinder construction at the algebraic level or by [f, PF,q] in the

category Hopro ( Ar ( Kano ) ) , where pp is the fibration from TK (F, q)
to K (F , q ), where T ( ) denotes the path space functor as usual in the cat-

egory Hopro ( K ano ) . Thus T X is I-’ f for f : e-&#x3E;X the unique map.

5. HOMOTOPY DECOMPOSITION OF MAPS IN pro(Kano ),

In [12] Hilton gives a neat functorial way of decomposing maps in

the category of pointed CW-complexes ; because of the functoriality of his

method it is exploitable in more general situations. I f we were only inter-

ested in obtaining homotopy decompositions of obj ects in pro ( Kano ) , this
would be given us already by the functorial Postnikov decomposition ob-
tained via the functors coskn , for natural numbers n ; however, as we in-
tend to use the homotopy decomposition for an obstruction theory in this

context, we have need for the greater generality.

REMARK. The following discussion follows almost exactly that given, for
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a simpler situation, in [23,III].

We will say that a pointed pro-simplicial set X is 1-connected if

tt1 (X)= 0 .

Suppose f: X - Y is a morphism in pro ( Kano ) . There is a Hure-

wicz homomorphism On tt(f)-&#x3E;Hn (f), where ttn (f) 9 Hn (f) are to be

interpreted as in the Remark at the end of Section 4, and a long exact se-

quence of homotopy progroups for f ; if f is a composite f = gh ,

One also has the cohomology groups Hq (g;G) for G in pro ( Ab ) :

and the [ , J is used to denote the hom-set in Hopro(Kano . g ). 

Kano ,p airs is the category of maps in Kano and Hopro (Kano ,pairs)
is obtained from pro (Kano . ) by inverting the maps f which are iso-

morphic, by reindexing, to an f, such that, for each i in I and

both f1 (i) and f2 (i) are homotopy equivalences .
With this notation we have the following result :

THEOREM 5.1. Let f : X - Y in pro ( Kano ) be such that both X and Y are

1-connected. I f tt t(f)=0, with the exception of the values

some increasing sequence, then there is, for each k , an object yk in the

category pro ( Kano ) and two maps
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(where Yo = Y ) satis fying :

(ii ) qk is a fibration with fibre a

The set I fk, qk I k = 1, 2, ... } is called a homotopy decomposition of f

and the class es

which correspond at each stage to the factorization f S-1= q’ fs are called

the k-classes or k-invariants of the decomposition.

PROOF OF 5.1. Suppose 77r(f) = Q, r  n and ttn(f) # 0 . The morphism

of the universal coefficient Theorem is an isomorphism, since the group

N ( C ( f ) ; ttn (f)) i s a subgroup of Ext 1 ( H n-1 (f), ttn (f)) and by the Hu-
rewicz Theorem Hn-1 (f) = 0 , so Nn (C(f);ttn(f))=0. So there is, in

H n( f ; ttn ( f ) ) , a clas s {v , u } such that h {v , u}=dn, where dn, is, as

before, the Hurewicz homomorphism. The definition of Hn ( f ;ttn) (f)) means
that one can represent the pair { v, u } up to homotopy by a diagram in the

category pro(Kano ) :

We can form a new diagram

by forming the pullback of the pair (PG,n, u), the limit being formed in
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pro ( Kano ) by reindexing and taking indexwise limits of the resulting dia-

grams. By construction the fibres of q 1 and pG,n are isomorphic and are

K (G, n-1 ) ’s, being isomorphic to n K (G , n).

and f = q 1 f 1. Since the fibres are equivalent,

and so

since (v, u)*: 77- ( f )~tt n (p G,n), by choice. Using the long exact sequen-
ce for the factorization and also

By induction, one obtains at each step a factorization of fs-1= q s f S and
then one factorizes f s, etc... The morphisms

give the cohomology classes, denoted by

which are the k-classes mentioned above.

REMARKS. (1) Given the k-classes one can theoretically build, by a se-

quence of pullbacks, the original map f , up to homotopy equivalence in the

category Hopro (Kano,pairs ).
( 2 ) For the case

the above theorem gives a series of k-invariants in the groups

except for the values r = ml  m2  ..., etc... This is basically the same

decomposition as the one obtained by using the various coskeleton functors.

(3) I f X = e , the above process gives a pro-simplicial version of the
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Cartan-Serre -Whitehead approach to killing homotopy classes.

(4 ) As far as I know, there is no analogous homology decomposition
theorem possible for maps or obj ects in pro ( Kano ) . This is caused by the

failure of the Moore space construction to be functorial.

(5) Given f in Hopro ( Kano ) , we can factorise it as

where s is in E and f’ is the image of a map in pro ( Kano ); decomposing
f’ by the above method we get a decomposition of f . Thus we can extend

5.1 to maps in Hopro ( Kano ) .

6. TH E WH IT EH EAD TH EOR EM.

In [2] Artin and Mazur prove what amounts to a form of the White-

head Theorem valid in pro ( Ko ) , namely the following:
Let f: X - Y be a map in pro ( Ko ) ; then the following are equivalent:
( i ) cosknf : cosk n X-&#x3E; coskn Y is an isomorphism for each n .

( i i ) 77- (f): tt n (X)-&#x3E;ttn (Y) is an isomorphism in pro (Gp) for each n .

( coskn X is the n th-coskeleton of X , see Artin and Mazur [2], 2.4 p. 21 ).

I t is natural to expect that, if f : X - Y in Hopro ( Kano ) , then a

corresponding result would say the statements :

( i ) coskn f: cosk n X - cosl n Y is an isomorphism in Hopro ( Kano ) for

each n ,

and

is an isomorphism in pro ( Gp ) for each n

are equivalent.

Unfortunately, in general, the inverse of f given by the Artin and

Mazur’s result will not be coherent; it will however in one very special
case.

THEOREM 6.1.Iftt*(X)~0 for X in pro ( Kano ), then coskn X is cohe-

rently contractible for each n .

PROOF. Artin and Mazur’s Whitehead Theorem gives an inverse in pro ( Ko )
to the canonical map e - coskn X . This inverse may be represented by the
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unique map eoskrt X - e in pro ( Kano ) . Vie have that

is the identity map of cosk X (in pro ( Ko ) ) ; therefore, supposing that X

is given by a functor X: I-&#x3E; Kano , we have : for each index i , there is an

index a (i ) « finer » than i ( i. e. there is a map a ( i ) -&#x3E; i) such that

is nullhomotopic. By a result of Vogt [30], page 28 Proposition 2.2, if we

replace eoskn pa (i) by a trivial map e , we obtain a map in Hopro (Kano)

isomorphic to that given by

Since this is the identity map on cosknX, we have that, in the cat-

egory Hopro ( Kano ) , the trivial map and the identity map on coskn X are

isomorphic, thus coskn X - e in Hopro ( Kano ) .

REMARK. The difficulty over using

to give an isomorphism e - X is that the definition of isomorphism in the

category Hopro ( Kano ) is so different from that in pro ( Ko ) that one can-

not be certain that, if f, g are coherent ( e. g. pro-simplicial ) and the in-

duced maps are inverse in pro ( Ko ) , then f and g are inverse in the categ-

ory Hopro ( K ano ) .

The obvious next step would be to prove a relative form of 6.1, i. e.

that, if tt *( X, A)-0 for ( X, A ) in pro (Kan.,p air s ) , then

is in Hopro (Kano ) for each n . The obvious « proof» does not work, how-

ever, and I would like to thank David Edwards for drawing my attention to

this fact. I would also like to thank Peter Hilton for a comment which pro-

vided the key to the proof given below (which does work ! ).

We shall, in fact, derive this result from the Whitehead Theorem.

The usual relation between these two has been the inverse one ; one proved
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results about a cofibration A - X and then converted a general f : X - Y

into the cofibration X -&#x3E; Mf , M f being the mapping cylinder of f . We will

prove the Whitehead Theorem for Hopro ( Kano ) directly making use only of

a technical Lemma and a result on « principal » fibrations in Hopro ( Kano ) ;
the general form of the Whitehead Theorem is then reduced to the result for

principal fibrations using a Postnikov-Moore decomposition of the map, as

described in Section 5.

LEMMA 6.2. Let p: E , B be a fibration in Kano with fibre an Eilenberg-
Mac Lane space of type (77, r) for r &#x3E; 1. Let ( X, A) be a pair in Kano

which satisfies 77k(X,A) = 0 for k  r and suppose given a map of maps

which induces the zero map from tt r ( X, A ) to tt r ( p ) - 17 ; then there is a

map f : X-&#x3E; E making the diagram commute, i. e.

( f is unique up to homotopy).

P ROO F . First note that the obstruction to p being a homotopy equivalence -

interpreted as the obstruction to lifting in the diagram

- is an element of

(where, as in Section 5, homotopy, homology and cohomology groups of maps
are interpreted as in Hilton [12] ). I t suffices to show that the induced map
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sends this obstruction to zero - in fact we will show that this map is zero.

Noting that tt 1 (B) may act non-trivially on homology etc... and hence that

we must work in the category of tt1 ( B)-modules and must interpret coho-

mology as having twisted coefficients, we can use the fact that the induced

map on rth homotopy groups is tt r (i) -&#x3E;0tt r, ( p ) and the Hurewicz Theorem

for map groups ( Hilton [12] page 45 ) to show

and that the homology induced maps

is zero. Now we use the Universal Coefficient Theorem, with coefficients

7r r ( p ) to deduce that

The uniqueness of f follows similarly.

Combining 6.1 and 6.2 we get a limited form of the VUhitehead Theo-

rem as follows :

THEOREM 6.3. Let p: E , B be a basic principal fibration in pro ( Kano )

such that the fibre F has TT s ( F) = 0 if s # r and rrr (F) isomorphic to

zero in pro ( Ab ) for some r &#x3E; 1 ; then p is an isomorphism in the categ-
ory Hopro ( Kano ) .

PROOF. Our method of proof will be to consider the diagram 

in pro ( Kano ) , j induces an isomorphism in Hopro ( Kano ) , so it suffices

to prove the existence of a « lifting» Mp - E making the diagram commute.
Assume, as always, that E -&#x3E; B is represented by a diagram of fibra-

tions :
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so given any i in I we may use 5.1 on the fibre F to find a(i) finer than

i such that the induced map F(a (i))-&#x3E; F (i ) is nullhomotopic. We can re-

present (* ) by the diagram of squares (we assume j finer than i implies

a (j) finer than a(i))

By using 6.2, we can find a map f(i):Mp(a(i))-&#x3E;E(i) making the dia-
gram commute for each i . I t would seem impossible to check that the f (i)
form a pro-simplicial map Mp - E , however we shall show that {f (i )} is

a coherent map in the sense of Vogt [32] .
Since the f (i ) are unique up to homotopy, we can, for each i finer

than i , find (and specify) a homotopy between pi f (i) and f (i )Pa a(j) (i);
the obstruction to do this is zero since the group Hr-1 ( p ( a (j)) ; 7T r(p(i)))
is zero. If, in fact, we assume that we have proved the coherence up to the

nth stage and

is an n-simplex in I , then the obstruction to coherence at level n and for

this simplex is in the group Hr-nCp(a(in)); tt r(p(i0))) , which is zero

for all n &#x3E; 0. Now, of course, we use the identification of

Copro ( Kano ) and Hopro(Kano)

to produce a map f : i Mp - E so that

Clearly f j -1 is the required inverse for p .

We next need a definition. We will say that X in pro ( Kano ) is of

homotopical dimension  n if the canonical map X -&#x3E; cosk n+1 X is an iso-

morphism in Hopro ( Kano ) . This means that X can be replaced in all cases

by a pro-simplicial set satisfying ttr ( X )=0 for all r &#x3E; n . Thus given any
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map f: X - Y of 1-connected pro-simplicial sets with the homotopical dim-

ension of both X and Y less than or equal to n , we can use the methods

of Section 5 to obtain an n-stage Postnikov-Moore homotopy decomposi-

tion of f in Hopro ( Kano ) as

where qk is a basic principal fibration with fibre a K(ttk(f),k-1) and fn

is an isomorphism in Hopro ( Kano ) . We can then apply 6.3 to each q in

turn for the case when ttk (f) = 0 for k =2 , 3 , ... , n and is equal to ze-

ro after that. To summarize we get :

THEOREM 6.4. I f X, Y are 1-connected and of finite homotopical dimen-

sion in Hopro ( Kano ) and f: X - Y is a map in Hopro ( Kano ) which indu-

ces an isomorphism f* : 17 r (X) -&#x3E; 17 r (Y) for each r, then f is an isomor-

phism in Hopro ( Kano ) .

COROLL AR Y 6.5. I f (X, A) is in pro ( Kano ,pairs ) and both X and A are
1-connected, then, if X and A are of finite homotopical dimension,

implies the inclusion A -&#x3E; X is an isomorphism in Hopro ( Kano ) .

I f we introduce the notion of weak isomorphism (cf. 4 -isomorphism
in Artin and Mazur [2]) to mean :

f: X - Y is a weak isomorphism if the induced map

is an isomorphism for each n ,
then we obtain the full analogue of the Artin - Mazur form of the Whitehead

Theorem for Hopro ( Kano ) :

COROLLARY 6.6. I f X and Y are 1-connected pro-simplicial sets and

f: X- Y induces an isomorphism o f the progroups ttn (X) and tn (Y) for
each n , then f is a weak isomorphism in Hopro ( Kano ) .

COROLLARY 6.7 (Essential uniqueness of Eilenberg-Mac Lane pro-ob-
jects ). Suppose X in pro ( Kano ) is such that X is 1-connected,
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then, if X has finite homotopical dimension, X is isomorphic to K(G, q)
in Hopro ( Kano ), otherwise X is weakly isomorphic to K ( G, q ).

PROOF. First we must comment that given any G in pro(Ab) one can cons-

truct an obj ect K (G, q) in pro ( Kano ) indexed by the same category as

G with subgroups as described in the statement above ; in fact the construc-

tion outlined in Section 3 will do this.

So, given X as above, the natural map X ? coskn X is a weak isomor-
phism (and an isomorphism if X is of finite homotopical dimension and n

is large enough ) and coskn X is contractible by 6.1. There is a naturally
defined fibration sequence

where

By reindexing, if necessary, and substitution of some of the Y (i) by homo-

topically equivalent Kan complexes, we can construct an isomorphism

Y-&#x3E; K(G,q) in Hopro(Kano).

(Basically one is using here the classical uniqueness of K(G(i), q ) ’s for

each index i and Vogt’s result [32] page 28, 4.2). Since coskq X is con-

tractible, coskq + 1 X -&#x3E; Y is an isomorphism in Hopro (Kano ) by 6.4. The

two cases now follow easily.

7. EXTENSIONS . SOME SIMPLE CASES.

The purpose of this section is to give a solution in some simple
cases to the extension problem in pro ( Kano ) , in other words, to find al-

gebraic invariants which answer the following question :

Suppose (X,A) is a pair of ob j ects in pro ( K ano ) and suppose

further that there is given a map f : A-&#x3E; Y in pro ( Kano ) . I s there a map

g: X-&#x3E; Y extending f in the sense that the following diagram commutes,

and, moreover, if g and g’ are two possible extensions of f are they ho-

motopic ?
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We have, by our approach, avoided much of the work needed in Spa-
nier [30] to answer this question, however we still need the analogue of

Spanier [30], page 410 (7,7.11 ). We assume throughout that n &#x3E; 1.

If Y is a K ( G, n) of finite homotopy dimension, then there is by

6.7 an isomorphism

we will say that an element u E Hn (Y ; G) is universal if the image of u

under the natural isomorphism

is the isomorphism 4) .

THEOREM 7.1. Given any Y in pro ( Kano ) and u f Hn ( Y ; G ) , there is a

Y in pro ( Kano ) and a universal element u . Hn (Y; G) such that :

(i ) Y is a K ( G, n ) o f finite homotopy dimension ;
( ii ) there is a map f : Y -&#x3E; Y in Hopro ( Kano ) with f* (u) = u .

PROOF. Following Spanier 1301, 7.7-11, we want to kill off the homotopy

groups of Y in dimensions other than n and to adj ust the resulting pro-

obj ects in dimension n , however we must do this globally so as to end up
with a pro-obj ect as required.

Let skn-1 Y denote the n-1 th skeleton of Y ; then we can form the ho-

motopy pushout

and Y(1) has no non-trivial homotopy in dimensions lesser than n . Using
the coskeleton functor coskn+1 we get
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and Y(2) is a K (H , n) for some progroup H .

Using the long exact sequence in cohomology for the cofibration sequen-
ce

we find that

is an epimorphism and hence we can find

Since the cohomology group Hn (Y(1); G) is isomorphic to [Y(1) ,K ( G, n )]
and K (G, n) has zero homotopy in dimensions&#x3E; n , the canonical map

induces an isomorphism

by the characterization of coskn given by Artin and Mazur in [2] page 21.

Thus there is a u(2) E Hn (Y(2); G) such that the composite

sends u (2) to u . u(2) can be represented by a map u(2): Y(2) -&#x3E; K(G, n),
and if we look at the map

we find the image of the identity map I d under f* is

Taking Y = K(G, n) completes the proof of the theorem.

REMARK. The above proof gives f: Y -* K (G, n) in Hopro ( Kano ) , but,
since f can be represented as y (f)y (s)-1 , where f is a map in pro ( Kano )
and s a weak equivalence in pro ( Kano ) , we can, in fact, replace f by
f : Y - Y for some K ( G, n ) , Y, weakly equivalent to the standard one used
here.
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Now we can proceed, as in [25], to obtain obstructions for simple
extension problems.

THEOREM 7.2. Let Y be a K( G, n ) of finite homotopy dimension, with
n &#x3E; 1 where G is, as usual, in pro ( Ab ). I f v is a universal element in

Hn ( Y, G ) and (X, A ) is a pair in pro ( Kano ) , then a map f : A - Y in

Hopro ( Kano ) can be extended to a map g : X -&#x3E; Y iff

PROOF. I f such a g exists, then

since 0 i * = 0 . So assume that df*(v) = 0 . Taking the homotopy pushout

the morphism of pairs induces an isomorphism

such that the diagram

commutes. Since df *(v) = 0 , it follows that d (v) = 0 , but by the exact-

ness of the sequence

there thus exists a

Using 7.1 we obtain a map a: y1 -&#x3E; K(G,n) in Hopro ( Kano ) such that:

a*( I d) = v’ . I f, as before, we allow ourselves to use essentially the same

symbol for v EHn(Y;G) and for the isomorphism v: Y -&#x3E; K(G,n), etc...,
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we have that ak:Y-&#x3E;K(G,n) induces (ak)* such that (ak)*(Id)=v
and interpreting as maps we get

so a k is an isomorphism in Hopro ( Kano ) .
We define g: X - Y in Hopro ( Kano ) by the composite

Restricting to A we get

so g is an extension as required.

REMARK. If f is, to start with, a morphism in pro ( Kano ) , we can apply
the above result to the corresponding homotopy class in Hopro ( Kano ) but

we cannot expect to obtain an extension within pro ( Kano ) . The reason

for this is basically that, whilst in the classical theory if a map h was an

isomorphism in, for instance, HoKano = Ko , there was a map g , going in

the opposite direction, such that gh and h g were homotopic to the resp-
ective identities, in Hopro ( Kano ) , a map f in pro ( Kano ) , which gives
an isomorphism on taking homotopy is only formally invertible and there

is not necessarily any map in pro ( Kano ) acting as an « inverse to f up
to homotopy ».

8. LI FTINGS AND PRINCIPAL FIBRATIONS.

As has been used several times before in this paper, the canonical

map p(B):TB-&#x3E;B in pro ( Kano ) is a basic fibration. The fibre of this

fibration is the loop-obj ect Q B on B . If 0 : B1 -&#x3E; B is a morphism in the

category pro ( Kano ) , the homotopy pullback
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gives a new fibration po called the principal basic fibration induced from
p ( B ) via the map 0. Again pe has fibre Q B up to isomorphism in the

category Hopro ( Kano ) .
Now suppose, as usual, (X,A) is a pair in pro ( Kano ) with inclu-

sion i : A-&#x3E; X and consider a map f: i-&#x3E;P0 in pro (Kano ,pairs) given by
the square

If there exists a map f: X -&#x3E; E0 in Hopro ( Kano ) such that f extends f"

and such that f’ = pe f in Hopro ( Kano ) , then f will be called a lifting

of f =(f’,fn).
We want to find obstructions which will indicate if liftings exist.

Since the diagram

is a pullback, a map f : X - Eo in Hopro ( Kano ) , being factorised as

y(d)y(s)-1 , gives maps

and hence is completely determined by

Using the natural transformation ev : in Kano , we get

defined by

0 f 1 = p ( B ) f2 , so F is effectively a «global homotopy &#x3E;&#x3E; from the constant

map to 0f1.
I f on the other hand we are given that a map F: X’ X I - B is a glo-
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bal homotopy,&#x3E; between 0 f1 and the constant map fixed at the base point;
then using the natural transformation (?) -&#x3E; ((?) X I)I , we get

in pro ( Kano ) which maps into T B C BI . Thus there is a correspondence

between maps in Hopro( K ano ) from X to Eo which are liftings of f and

global homotopies ( in pro (K ano )) between the constant map and 0 f1 which

are fixed at the base point. We will not claim that this correspondence is 1-1

since the interplay of the morphisms in I with the « global homotopies&#x3E;&#x3E; com-

plicates the argument. However if we are given a map f:i-&#x3E;P0, we can, as
in the classical case, find a map

such that 0 (f)| X X 0 is the constant map with image bo , 0 ( f ) ) I Xx7
is the map 0 f’ and 0(f) | A X I is the « global homotopy» given by the exis-

tence of the map 0f" from A to BI in Hopro ( Kano ) . I f 0 (f) can be ext-

ended to a «global homotopy » F: X x I -&#x3E; B in Hopro ( Kano ) , then F can

be written as

and applying the construction above we get

such that

in Hopro ( Kano ) . Thus the problem of finding a lifting will be solved, if we

know the answer to the extension problem for 0( f) , and vice versa.

I f B is a K ( G, n ) of finite homotopy dimension, then by 7.2, 0(f)
extends iff d 0(J ( f) *( v ) = 0 , where v E Hn (B; G) is universal.

If we define

by t(u) = u x I , for I the generator of H1 (I , I ; Z ), where the cross-pro-
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duct is defined in the obvious way, then the obstruction to lifting f is the

element c (f) E Hn (X, A; G) given by

A lifting of f exists iff c ( f ) = 0 .

9. OBSTRUCTIONS IN THE GENERAL CASE.

We have now all the ingredients to attack the general obstruction

problem ; we can find obstructions to lifting over principal basic fibrations

with fibres an Eilenberg - Mac Lane obj ect and we can split an arbitrary map
between 1-connected obj ects into a composite of such basic principal fi-

brations.

Let p: E -&#x3E; B be a map in Hopro ( Kano ) . By the remark (5 ) after

6.1 we can decompose p for each k &#x3E; 0 (if E and B are 1-connected ) as

a composite

where each q, is a principal basic fibration with fibre a K (tt m (p) , ms),
etc... I f, as in Section 8, we have a square

in Hopro ( Kano ) , we can replace it by a map f:

in Hopro(Kano ’ ) and a lifting in one square will give us a lifting in,Pairs

the other ; hence we will assume (1) is given as a map in the category

Hopro ( Kano . ) .,paris

For each k we can decompose p to give a diagram
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We will write f" = pk fn, and fk the map corresponding to the diagram
( 3 , k ) . A lifting of (f’, f"k), say fk: X - B k , will give us a lifting qk fk
of (f’,f"k-1). 

I f liftings exist for each k in a compatible way to give a map from

X to {Bk} , then taking the homotopy limit of the sequence of fibrations and
identifying it with E will give a lifting of the original map provided ttr,(p)
is not-zero for only finitely many r.

Starting with k = 1 , we obtain, by the methods of Section 8 an obs-

truction

to the existence of a lifting f 1 in the diagram

I f c (f1) = 0 , then there exists at least one such f1 and we can form a

new diagram

There is an obstruction to a lifting in this diagram (which we will call

the obstruction being
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We have the possibility of several liftings f 1 in the previous square and

as we are only interested in finding a lifting, we define

A lifting of f to the second level exists iff

and

for some lifting

Recursively we define

which is the s th obstruction to lifting

is defined only if 0 E Os-1(f).
REMARK. A difficulty arises if tt r(P)#- 0 for infinitely many r since then

the promaps { fk } may not give a promap f : X -&#x3E; E . To see why this is, take

as an example the unique map Y -&#x3E; e ; then the factors in the decomposition

are precisely the coskn Y’s with the canonical proj ections, but the maps

only define a map f : X - Y 4 where Y’ is as in Section 5 and Y - Y 4 iff

Y has finite homotopy dime nsion.
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APPENDIX

As mentioned in the Introduction the motivation for studying coherent

prohomotopy theory in the abstract is the hope that it is applicable in geom-
etric topology and in the study of the algebraic topology of more general
spaces than are suitable for study via the classical theory. This Appendix
is therefore included in order to sketch some of the constructions which

translate the topological or geometric situation into a coherent prohomotopy
context. I t has been kept as brief as possible and it is hoped that anyone
who is interested in applications will refer to the papers in which these con-

structions occur in more detail.

NOTATION. S So will denote the category of connected semi-simplicial
sets with base points and ( )K : SSo-&#x3E;, Kano will denote the Kanification

functor (see Gabriel and Zisman [11] page 65-69, or the Summary in [23] ).

1. THE VI ETORI S FUNCTOR.

Let X be a pointed connected topological space and a an open cov-

er of X ; then V (X; a) denotes the simplicial set whose typical n-simplexes
are (n+ 1 )-tuples x0,..., xn of points in X such that there is a 11 in a

with 1 XO, ... , Xn I C Letting a vary over open covers of X gives a func-

tor

and one can easily show that the assignment

is functorial. Composing with Kanification gives a functor

(The references for this include [21, 22, 23] and also the survey article

by Edwards [10]. )

V( ; )K can thus be used to get to pro(Kano ) and thus to the cat-
egory Hopro ( Kano ) . The arguments used in [23] show that, in fact, if we
look at homotopy equivalences in Topo , we find that V( ; )K sends them
to maps in 1 so V ( ; )K induces a functor on the homotopy category.
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REMARK. I f one tries to work with the «un-Kanified» V(X;) and in the

category pro ( S So ) , then a map

can be shown to be the induced map of a continuous map under very mild

restrictions on y. I am grateful to Marcel Van der Vel for this observation.

2. THE CECH FUNCTOR AND ITS VARIANTS.

Again let X be a pointed connected topological space and let a

be an open cover of X. C( X; a) is the simplicial set with n-simplexes
those (n+1 )-tuples of elements of a :

If B is a refinement of a , then a canonical proj ection from B to a is a

function d: B-&#x3E;a such that v C d (v) for all v EB; defining a proj ec-
tion pBa (d) : C (X ;B)-&#x3E;C (X;a) by

one can hope to obtain a pro-simplicial set C (X;) as in the Vietoris cons-

truction ; however it is not obvious that one can choose the canonical pro-

j ections in such a way to do this. The situation is saved if it is noted that

any two proj ections from B to a are contiguous (see Spanier [30] pages
130 and I52 ) and hence are coherent in a very simple way. Thus each choi-

ce of canonical proj ections gives an obj ect, after Kanification, which is

well defined in the category Copro ( Kano ) . If one compares the results

obtained from two different choices of proj ections, it is apparent that they
are isomorphic obj ects in Copro ( Kano ) .

If, in the usual fashion, one tries to make C( ; )K into a functor

on Topo , one encounters this same difficulty, but the same solution works.

If f : X -&#x3E;y is in Topo , then it induces a map

Identifying Copro ( Kano ) with Hopro ( Kano ) gives us finally a functor
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Since Dowker showed in [9] that C(X;a) and V(X;a) were ho-

motopically equivalent, in a natural way, it follows that C( ; )K is equi-
lent to V( ; )K as functors from Topo to Hopro ( Kano ) and thus that there

is a functor induced by C( ; )K on the homotopy category of pointed con-

nected topological spaces.

By restricting the covers under consideration, one obtains variants :

( i ) Normal open covers (Morita [20] ),

(ii) Numerable covers (Levan [15] ).

In both cases on passing to pro ( Ko ) one gets the shape theory defined

by Mardesic in [16]. (For other constructions in shape theory see the sur-

vey of Edwards [10] ; I have not checked if the definitions of intrinsic and

extrinsic shape given there are coherent, but I suspect they are. ) The ob-

vious other case to consider would be : 

( iii ) Finite covers.

As far as I know not much has been done on the resulting homotopy theories.

3. THE LUBKIN CONSTRUCTION AND SULLIVAN’S VARIANT OF IT.

Although Lubkin [26] only gives his construction for «punctually
finite&#x3E;&#x3E; topological spaces and for locally connected schemes, it is, in fact,

a very general construction which is valid in any Grothendieck topos, i. e.

in any category of sheaves on a category enriched with a Grothendieck to-

pology. (For work on Grothendieck topologies in algebraic geometry, see

S.G.A. [33] or Artin’s Notes [1]; for more general ideas and properties of

toposes, see Kock and Wraith [13].)

Let E be a Grothendieck topos. A point in E is a geometric mor-

phism of toposes E-&#x3E;e Sets.

Since E is a category of sheaves on a  site &#x3E;&#x3E; C , there is already,

amongst the representable sheaves, an idea of covering. We will assume that

the topology on the site C is weaker than the canonical topology, i. e. that

all representable presheaves on C are sheaves.

A covering of E is a covering of the obj ect 1 in E and by that we

mean a collection of maps h = {pi: Ei -+ 1} such that:
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(C1) 1 is the union (in E ) of the images of the pi .
(C2) If (E1, p1) and (E2,p2) are in h and

are two points, e 1 in E 1 and e2 in E2’ such that p1 (e1) = p2 (e2) in
the sense that the diagram

commutes, then there is a (E3, p3 ) in 1) and a point e3 : E/E3-&#x3E; Sets such

that there exist morphisms ai : E 3 -+ Ei, i = 1, 2, making

commutes ( E3 plays the role of the  intersection » of the two coverings ).
The covering It is punctually finite if :

(C3) For each point e in E there are only finitely many p i : Ei , 1 in

’l1 such that, for some ei in Ei , the diagram

commutes.

Lubkin [26] , page 457, proves that, if 1.1 is punctually finite, for a
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point E x-&#x3E; Sets there is a unique element Uh = (Ex, px) in 1I and a

point ex in Ex with the property that:

commutes and

( ii ) given any other p : Ei-&#x3E; 1 in 11 and a point e in E such that

commutes, there is a factorization of px

where a is the unique map Ex -&#x3E;Ei in E with the property that the dia-

gram commutes.

If U is a punctually finite covering of E , let C (E ,U) denote the

category having for obj ects the set of all ’Ux for x a point in E and for

morphisms, the morphisms in E between the corresponding obj ects, that

is to say a morphism from ’Ux to hy is merely a morphism in E from Ex
to Ey . Forming the nerve of C(E,U) gives a simplicial set and using the
obvious idea of refinement of a punctually finite covering, Lubkin defines

a pro-simplicial set indexed by the ordered category of punctually finite

coverings.
This pro-simplicial set, which will be denoted by S ( E ; ) , has nice

functorial properties in as much as if f: E - F is a geometric morphism,
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then there is an induced promap S (F; ) -&#x3E; S (E;) defined by forming the

induced coverings. To use coherent theory we need only Kanify and pass to

the homotopy category.

The principal application of this construction has been in the case

where X has been a locally connected scheme and C has been the categ-

ory of schemes etale over X endowed with the etale topology. The resul-

ting pro-simplicial set is then a  combinatorial invariant» of X (see Lub-

kin [28 , Chapter 1).
Lubkin also defines the pro-simplicial set S (X;) for X a topolo-

gical space by using the site C = Open(X) of open sets in X. He claims

([28] page 466) that the resulting limit groups for homotopy and homology
are a good candidate for the name of « Alexander - Spanier » homotopy and ho-

mology groups of X .

Sullivan [31] uses the same construction with «étale» interpreted
as  finite covering space » and suggests as a variant the dropping of the
« finite ».

As far as the author knows, none of these Lubkin-type constructions

has yielded a theory of the form of shape theory; although such a theory
is clearly possible, one cannot say, at present, if it would yield results si-

gnificant for algebraic geometry or, more generally, for the geometric side

of topos theory.
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